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Preface 

The Declaration on the Protection of the Arctic Environment was signed in June 1991, at 
Rovaniemi, Finland, by representatives of Canada, Denmark/Greenland, Finland, Iceland, 
Norway, Russia, Sweden and United States. The Declaration included adoption of the Arctic 
Environmental Protection Strategy (AEPS), a component of which was the Conservation of 
Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF). 

At the inaugural meeting of CAFF in April 1992, at Ottawa, Canada, concern was expressed 
about the conservation of a number of circumpolar seabird species. Participants agreed to 
focus initial attention on murres, and the Circumpolar Seabird Working Group (CSWG) began 
preparation of an International Murre Conservation Strategy and Action Plan. The Murre 
Strategy was completed in January 1994 and approved by the AEPS Ministers in 1996. 

While completing its work on the Murre Strategy, CWSG was directed by CAFF to undertake 
preparation of a Circumpolar Eider Conservation Strategy and Action Plan. Committee 
members for this effort, which was initiated in March 1995, their affiliations, and the countries 
they represented were: 

Jonathan Bart, Biological Resources Division, United States Geological Survey, Chair, United 
States 
John Chardine, Canadian Wildlife Service, Canada 
Grant Gilchrist, Canadian Wildlife Service, Canada 
David Boertmann, Department of Arctic Environment, Denmark 
Anders Mosbech, Department of Arctic Environment, Denmark 
Martti Hario, Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute, Finland 
Peter Nielsen, Greenland Homerule, Greenland 
Aevar Petersen, Icelandic Institute of Natural History, Iceland 
Tycho Anker-Nilssen, Norwegian Institute for Nature Research, Norway 
Vidar Bakken, Norwegian Polar Institute, Norway 
Alexander Golovkin, Institute of Nature Conservation and Reserves, Russia 
Alexander Ya. Kondratyev, Institute of Biological Problems of the North, Russia 
Alexander V. Kondratyev, Institute of Biological Problems of the North, Russia 
Janey Fadely, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, United States 
Robert Suydam, North Slope Borough, United States 

Liaison with CSWG was provided by Kent Wohl (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service), Chair of 
CSWG. Liaison with CAFF was provided by the CAFF Executive Secretary, who was 
initially Jeanne Pagnan, Canada, and is now Snorri Baldursson, Iceland. A first draft of the 
eider strategy was discussed in April 1996 in N uuk, Greenland. A second draft was then 
prepared and circulated extensively for review. Helpful comments on the second draft were 
received from numerous groups and individuals including J. Bustnes, T. Fox, A. S. Frich, M. 
Hogan, W. Larned, S. Pihl, T. Rothe, M. Tasker, D. Troy, J. van Vessem and T. Woods. 
These comments were incorporated into a third draft which was discussed at the April, 1997 
meeting of CSWG in Newfoundland after which a fourth draft was produced and circulated for 
review in early May, 1997. Further revisions were then made to produce the final Strategy for 
submission to the AEPS Ministers in June, 1997. 
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Executive Summary 

Eiders are sea ducks that breed, molt, and winter largely in Arctic regions. Four species of 
eiders are recognized: common, king, spectacled, and Steller's. The species occur throughout 
the Arctic and, have provided meat, eggs, and down for local residents, for centuries. 
Recently, they have drawn more attention from recreational hunters as hunting opportunities 
for other migratory birds have declined. Now, eiders are declining in many areas. Population 
declines have begun only recently in some areas, but in others have been occurring for 
decades. Many populations have declined by more than 50% and some have vanished 
completely. As a result, Steller's eiders have been listed as a globally threatened species and 
as a Red Data book species in Russia, spectacled eiders have been listed as a threatened 
species in the United States, and hunting has been banned or curtailed in many other areas. 
Reasons for the declines are largely unknown. 

Eiders are a circumpolar resource. Most Arctic countries have at least two of the four species 
during parts or all of each year, and each of the species travels through at least two Arctic 
countries during its annual cycle of movements between breeding, molting, and wintering 
areas. Thus, an international approach is needed in managing eiders since actions by one 
country affect the ability of other countries to manage eiders. 

In recognition of the need to stabilize and manage eider populations in a sustainable manner, 
and the fact that eiders are a resource shared by the Arctic countries, CAFF has developed this 
Circumpolar Eider Conservation Strategy and Action Plan. 

The goal of the Strategy is to facilitate circumpolar efforts to conserve, protect and 
restore eider populations. 

To accomplish this goal the Strategy identifies six broad objectives for eider conservation: 

• Ensure that consumptive use of eiders is sustainable. 

• Encourage non-consumptive uses of eiders that will benefit the economies of local 
communities. 

• Minimize adverse effects of commercial activities on eiders. 

• Protect key habitats to ensure the continued viability of eider populations that depend on 
them. 

• Encourage an interest in eider conservation and awareness of the Strategy, and 
participation in its implementation. 

• Provide reliable information about eiders needed to implement the Strategy. 

Action items needed to achieve each of these objectives are identified (summarized in Table 6, 
inside back cover). Each country is encouraged to review the Strategy and to determine which 
action items are already being addressed and whether new work should be initiated, and 
suggestions are made for carrying out this analysis (summarized in Table 7, inside back 
cover). It is suggested that action items requiring international collaboration should be given 
high priority. Countries are asked to report annually to CAFF on their progress in 
implementing the Strategy. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The eiders comprise four species in two genera: common eider (Somateria mollissima), king 
eider (S. spectabilis), spectacled eider (S. jisheri), and Steller's eider (Polysticta stelleri). They 
are widely distributed and have long been important birds of the Arctic. For centuries, they 
have provided meat for the hunter and, in many regions, eggs and high-quality down. Now, 
however, eiders are declining in many areas. In some areas the declines began only recently, 
but in other areas populations have apparently been declining for decades. Many populations 
have declined by 50% or more since 1950, and some populations have vanished almost 
completely. Steller's eiders are listed as a globally threatened species and are included in one 
of the Red Data books for Russia. Spectacled eiders are listed as threatened under the 
Endangered Species Act in the United States. 

In response to these problems, the CAFF CSWG was asked in 1995 to develop a Circumpolar 
Eider Conservation Strategy and Action Plan. The goal of the Strategy is: 

To facilitate circumpolar efforts to conserve, protect and restore eider populations. 

In developing the Strategy, two guiding principles were that it should help groups within 
countries identify eider conservation efforts of greatest importance from a worldwide 
perspective and that it should lead to greater international cooperation in eider conservation 
efforts. Specialists from each country prepared detailed "country summaries" describing the 
range and abundance of eider populations, how eiders are utilized, how they are managed, and 
current population trends. These summaries will be contained in a CAFF Technical Report. 
The country summaries were then studied to identify common themes and the results were 
presented in a series of tables intended to facilitate country-to-country comparisons (Chapter 
2). 

The specialists also identified the most important concerns about eiders within their countries. 
These results were summarized using common themes that re-appeared frequently: hunting, 
mortality related to commercial fisheries activities, oil contamination, lead and other 
contaminants, and reproductive failure (Chapter 3). These concerns led directly to formulation 
of the Strategy. Actions comprising the Strategy were classified according to the human 
activities affecting eiders or needed for their conservation: consumptive use, non-consumptive 
use, commercial activities, habitat protection and enhancement, communication and 
consultation, and research and monitoring (Chapter 4). It is recognized that each country will 
decide for itself how to implement the Strategy and guidelines are provided which may be 
useful in this process (Chapter 5). 
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Chapter 2. The Eiders 

2.1 Range and abundance 

Eiders breed in each of the eight Arctic countries (Table I, Figure 1-2). For most of the year 
most populations are restricted to northern areas. 

Table 1. Distribution of the eiders" 
Country Commonb King Spectacled Steller's' 
Canada B,W B,W - -
Finland B,W W' - w -Greenland B,W B,W - -
Iceland B,W w - -
Norway/Svalbard B,W B,W - w 
Rus_sia B,W B,W B,W B,W 
United States B,W B,W B,W B,W 

'B- breedmg season; W- wmtenng (mcludmg migratiOn and moltmg penods); 'also breeds m Europe 
and winters at sea inN and NW Europe;' also winters on tbe Kola coast and Baltic Sea;' king eiders 
breed and molt, but do not winter, in Svalbard (but not mainland Norway) 

Common and king eiders have generally similar distributions, though common eiders are 
found further south than king eiders (Figure I & 2). Both breed in coastal areas throughout 
most of the Arctic. Northern Russia and North America each contain large populations 
(probably more than one million birds) of each species; the Baltic region of Europe also has a 
large breeding population of common eiders. The two major molting and wintering areas for 
Arctic-breeding common and king eiders are the Bering and Chukchi seas, with birds from 
eastern Russia, Alaska, and western Canada, and the Labrador Sea with birds from eastern 
Canada and Greenland. 

Spectacled and Steller's eiders also have similar distributions (Figure 3 & 4). Both breed in 
tundra areas of Alaska and eastern Russia (though Steller's eider is now rare in Alaska) and 
winter primarily in the Bering Sea. Population size for each species is estimated at I 00,000-
200,000 birds, nearly all of which breed in Russia. Most individuals of both species winter in 
the Bering Sea though about 30,000-40,000 Steller's eiders winter in northern Europe. 

This summary of eider distribution and abundance highlights the importance of Russia to eider 
populations. Large numbers of common eiders, half or more of the world's king eiders, at least 
80% of spectacled eiders, and nearly all Steller's eiders, breed in Russia. 

2.2 Utilization of eiders 

All four species are utilized in at least one country for personal consumption, sale at markets, 
or recreation (Table 2). Hunting for common eiders is especially important in eastern Canada, 
Greenland and Finland. Down is collected from eider nests in Iceland, and, to a limited extent, 
in several other countries. Canada and Russia are both investigating down collection as an 
activity for the future. 
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Table 2 Utilization of eiders by peoplea 
Country Common King Spectacled Steller's 
Canada Su, Sp, D Sp,Su - -
Finland Sp,D - - -
Greenland Su,C,Sp,D,E Su - -
Iceland D,E - - -
Norway Sp,D - - -
Russia Su, D Su Su Su 
United States Sp,Su,E Sp,Su Su Sp',Su 

' Su- subststence huntmg (t.e., for personal consumptiOn), C- commercial huntmg (t.e., for sale at 
markets), Sp =sport hunting, D =down production, E =collection of eggs; 'Suspended in 1991 

2.3 Management and conservation 

Management strategies for eiders include regulations affecting hunting and down collection 
(Table 3). Hunting regulations, by far the most common form of management, include a total 
ban on hunting of some or all eider species, prohibition of hunting except for subsistence 
purposes, and season and bag limits. Four countries prohibit the sale of eiders. Five countries 
prohibit the collection of eggs. Iceland, while allowing egg collection for personal use, 
prohibits the sale or gifts of eggs as well as use of eiders caught in fishing nets. 

Table 3. Management of eider populations. 
Management activity 
Protection of areas with 
eider habitats 

Hunting prohibited 

Subsistence hunting only 

Hunting regulationsc 

Sale of birds prohibited 

Down collection regulated 

Country Species 
Canada common,king 
Finland common 
Greenland common, king 
Iceland common 
Norwaya,b common, king 
Russia all species 
United States common,king 
Iceland comrnon,king 
Norwaya common 
Russia all species 
United States spectacled, Steller's 
Canada common, king 
Finland common 
Greenland common, king 
Norway' common 
United States all species 
Canada all species 
Finland all species 
Iceland all species 
Norway all species 
Russia all species 
United States all species 
Canada common 
Iceland common 
Norway common 

Egg collection prohibited Canada all species 
Finland all species 
Greenland common, king 
United States all species' 

'Svalbard, 'Mainland Norway, 'Includes bag limits, season limits, type of weapon, etc., 'some egg collection 
by local residents occurs. 
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Eider populations are monitored using a combination of surveys on the breeding grounds, surveys 
of wintering areas, migration counts, and hunter success reports (Table 4). Few comprehensive 
monitoring programs exist for eiders. 

Table 4. Surveys currently used to monitor eider populations. 
Method Location Species 
Breeding areas surveys Canada common, king 

Wintering population surveys 

Migration/staging 
population counts 

Harvest surveys 

2.4 Population trends 

Finland 
Greenland 
Norway 
Russia 
United States 
Canada 
Iceland 
Russia 
United States 
Finland 
Greenland 
Norway 
Russia 
United States 
Canada 
Finland 
Greenland 
Norway 
United States 

common 
common 
common 
cornmon,king 
king, spectacled, Steller's 
common, king 
common 
common, king. Steller's 
spectacled, Steller's 
Steller's 
common, king 
common, king, Steller's 
all species 
all species 
common, king 
common 
common, king 
common 
all species 

Many eider populations have declined in recent decades, though a few are stable or increasing 
and some trends are uncertain (Table 5). Some populations are thought to have declined by 
50% or more since the early 1990s (see CAFF Technical Report No. 6 for details and citations 
to original literature). 

Table 5. Long-term population trends of eiders, identified by their breeding locations". 
Country Commonb King Spectacled Steller's' 
Canada D' D - -
Finland D - - -
Greenland D u - ---Iceland I - - -
Norway S' SID' - -
Russia SIU u D? u 
United States SIU u D D 

• b ' I - mcreasmg, S - stable, D - decreasmg, U - unknown, PopulatiOns m the Baltic sea regiOn 
increased ten-fold I 949-1 985; 'Populations in Labrador appear to be increasing;' based on winter 
surveys 

Common eiders in North America have probably declined by about 50% since 1970 though 
the population may now be stable or increasing. In western Greenland, some formerly large 
colonies have almost disappeared, but quantitative information is too scarce to estimate an 
overall decline. Common eider populations in Russia are believed to be stable or decreasing. 
King eiders in North America have declined by about 75% since 1960. Trends for king eiders 
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in Russia are unknown. 

Spectacled eiders have declined by 95% in western Alaska in the past three decades. Trends 
for the North Slope of Alaska are unknown. The species is thought to have declined in Russia 
though documentation is lacking. Steller's eider has been extirpated as a breeding species in 
western Alaska but continues to breed sporadically in small numbers near Barrow and perhaps 
elsewhere on the Arctic Coastal plain. Population trends in Russia for this species are 
unknown. 

ln the Baltic area, south of the Arctic, common eiders expanded rapidly during 1950-1985, but 
since 1985 the populations have been stable or declining. 
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Chapter 3. Factors Affecting Eider Populations 

The major concern about eiders is why so many populations are declining. Several possible 
causes have been identified but their relative importance probably varies between species and 
populations and is largely unknown. Mortality due to hunting, drowning caused by fishing 
activities, oil contaminants, and other contaminants, especially lead, have all been suggested 
as causes of the declines but conclusive evidence is available for few if any populations. 

3.1 Hunting 

Eiders are hunted extensively in many parts of their range and during all times of year, and 
concern over the impact of this harvest exists in many areas. In Newfoundland, up to I 00,000 
common eiders were harvested per year until recently, and this harvest appears to have 
contributed substantially to a 90% decline during 1953-1985 in the number of common eiders 
wintering in this area. Harvest has been reduced during the past I 0-20 years, and local 
populations are recovering indicating that suitable habitat is not limiting and supporting the 
view that over-hunting caused the decline during previous decades. 

In Greenland, both common and king eiders are hunted extensively for personal consumption 
and sale in markets. The reported harvest of common eiders was 82,000 in 1993 and 73,000 in 
1994. The reported harvest of king eiders was 4700 and 5200 in those two years. Surveys at 
the market in Nuuk revealed that 49% and 69% of the birds there, in 1993 and 1994, were 
common eiders suggesting that the reported composition in the harvest (about 95% common 
eiders) should be viewed with caution. Total annual eider harvest throughout Greenland may 
be considerably higher than I 00,000 birds. 

On the Yukon-Kuskokwim delta in western Alaska the annual eider harvest by local residents 
during 1985-1995 was estimated to be 5,000 king eiders, 500 common eiders, 300 spectacled 
eiders, and 0 to 95 Steller's eiders. Most of the king eiders and many of the common eiders 
were migrants, and it is difficult to imagine this harvest level having much affect on the 
population. The harvest of spectacled and Steller's eiders, while not thought to be the cause of 
these species' declines, may now be limiting their recovery. King eiders are also hunted 
extensively on the North Slope of Alaska. 

In Europe, common eiders are hunted at various times of year in Norway, Finland, Sweden, 
and Denmark. Total harvest probably exceeds 400,000 birds per year, equal to about 15% of 
the population. This harvest level occurred during the period of population increase (1950-
1985) indicating that the population was able to sustain this harvest level during its growth 
phase. Populations now are stable or declining, however, leading waterfowl biologists to 
question whether the harvest rates can still be sustained. 

Hunting by local residents also occurs in other northern areas of North American and Russia 
but rates and the effects of harvest are largely· unknown. 

Some studies have revealed a high incidence of lead shot in eider tissues. For example, among 
common eiders breeding in Labrador, 54% of birds examined had at least one lead shot lodged 
in their tissues. While embedded shot does not cause lead poisoning it raises concerns that 
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rates of crippling loss in some areas may be high. 

Iceland provides an interesting contrast to the situations described above: eiders are year-
round residents, they are not hunted, and populations have been stable or increasing for 
decades. 

3.2 Mortality in commercial fisheries 

Few data are available on the numbers of eiders caught during commercial fishing activities, 
but concerns have been expressed in Canada, Iceland, and Norway about common eiders being 
caught in gill nets set on the bottom in shallow water for lumpsuckers (Cyclopterus lumpus) or 
other bottom-dwelling fish. Two studies in Iceland indicated that the total annual kill of eiders 
in fishing nets in that country was less than I% of the population. Additional studies of the 
kind conducted in Iceland are needed to determine whether fishing nets pose a significant risk 
for eider populations in other areas. 

In the southern part of the breeding range of the common eider in eastern North America, 
development of shellfish aquaculture is excluding eiders from much of their traditional habitat. 

3.3 Oil contamination 

Oil spills have affected eiders in several areas and continue to be a source of concern. For 
example, thousands of king eiders were oiled in a spill in 1996 in the Pribiloflslands; common 
eiders wintering off Newfoundland are adjacent to major trans-Atlantic shipping lanes and 
oiled eiders are often found during coastal and beach surveys in that area; spills off the coast 
of Norway in 1981 and 1982 killed at least 15,000 common eiders. Chronic spills affect small 
numbers of eiders in Iceland. The extent of lethal and sub-lethal effects on eiders of oil 
contamination, particularly chronic rather than acute levels, is largely unknown but may be 
considerable and should be investigated. 

3.4 Contaminants 

Concerns about the effects of ingested lead shot on eiders have been expressed by several 
countries. In western Alaska, 36% of breeding spectacled eider hens, and 25% of the 30-day 
ducklings, had elevated levels of lead in their blood. The researchers concluded that lead 
poisoning was potentially a serious threat to the spectacled eider population. 

Concerns have also been expressed about the possibility of cadmium poisoning in Russia but 
no studies have yet investigated this issue. High levels of copper have been found in eiders in 
the Shetland Islands. 

3.5 Reproductive failure 

Few detailed studies aimed at elucidating the specific factors responsible for eider declines 
have been carried out. One exception is the work in Finland during the past decade to 
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determine why common eider populations there are decreasing. This study showed that adult 
female survival rates had not changed compared to times when the population was increasing 
but that reproduction was extremely poor with only 1-5% of the eggs producing fledglings. 
The mortality did not appear to be due to gull predation, nor were any parasite-induced factors 
identified. Many breeding females, however, were in poor condition, and studies are 
continuing to identify the specific factors responsible for the low level of reproduction. While 
this study has not fully identified the cause of the population decline, it has eliminated adult 
mortality and focussed attention instead on poor reproductive success as the cause. 
Furthermore, it has shown that nutritional or physiological factors, rather than predation, are 
probably responsible. More studies of this sort are needed to identify the causes of eider 
population declines. 

3.6 Other problems 

Predation by introduced species and disturbance by humans are possible sources of concern in 
some areas but have not been well studied. Concern also exists in some areas that naturally 
occurring predators such as fox and gulls may be increasing in numbers due to human 
activities, with a corresponding increase in their adverse effects on eiders. 
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Chapter 4. Management Issues and Actions 

Numerous actions are needed to ensure the worldwide conservation and sustainable use of 
eiders. Twenty-three specific actions are arranged below by the kind of human activity that 
affects eiders (e.g., consumptive use, commercial and industrial activities) or the type of 
actions needed to implement the Strategy (e.g., research and monitoring). 

4.1 Consumptive nse 

Eiders have been hunted for centuries, and hunting remains an important subsistence and sport 
activity in many parts of the eiders' breeding and wintering range. Concern now exists, 
however, about the level of hunting in several areas including Greenland (common and king 
eiders), eastern Canada (common and king eiders), the Baltic Sea (common eiders), the 
Yukon-Kuskokwim delta (spectacled eiders), and Siberia (all species). These concerns need to 
be investigated. Conversely, opportunities may also exist to encourage guided hunts for eiders 
in areas where populations will remain viable and where such activities will benefit local 
communities. This possibility should also be investigated. Similarly, support should be 
provided for programs to harvest eider down, especially when doing so will benefit local 
people and communities. 

Objective 

Ensure that consumptive use of eiders is sustainable. 

Actions 

I. Develop international cooperative plans for harvesting populations that breed and winter in 
different countries. 

2. Establish appropriate harvest rules by area and season, coordinated among jurisdictions, 
consistent with population size goals, adult survival rates, and productivity. 

3. Obtain reliable estimates of harvest levels by area, species, breeding location, age, sex, and 
time of year. 

4. Evaluate the opportunity for guided eider hunts as a means to support economies in local 
communities. 

5. Support the development of sustainable egg and down collection programs and an 
international exchange of information about these activities. 

4.2 Non-consumptive use 

Eiders are favorite birds of Arctic residents and those who visit the Arctic. In general, non-
consumptive uses of eiders should be encouraged, particularly if they benefit economies of 
local communities, so long as the activities do not have adverse impacts. Certain areas are 
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heavily used for molting and wintering, and eiders breed in colonies in many areas. These 
high-concentration areas should be protected from disturbance as appropriate. 

Objective 

Encourage non-consumptive uses of eiders that do not threaten their populations and will 
benefit the economies of local communities, and ensure that non-consumptive uses of eiders 
are sustainable. 

Actions 

6. Evaluate risks to breeding, molting, or wintering eiders from tourism or other human 
activities. 

7. Encourage non-consumptive use of eiders by photographers, bird watchers and others. 

4.3 Commercial activities 

Oil exploration and transport and commercial fishing occur within the range of eiders and may 
have adverse consequences for them. Deaths of eiders due to oil spills have been documented 
in numerous parts of the world, and low level contamination from oil and other substances is a 
widespread concern in marine systems. The effects of these contaminants on eiders need more 
study, as does the extent to which eiders are caught in fishing nets and drowned. Research and 
assessment of eider mortality due to oil spills and other contaminants should be conducted in 
close collaboration with other AEPS programs such as AMAP and PAME. 

Objective 

Minimize adverse effects on eiders of commercial activities. 

Actions 

8. Collaborate with other AEPS programs such as AMAP and PAME to identify seasonal 
concentrations of eiders and important habitats in relation to oil transport lanes and other 
high risk oil spill areas and ensure that this information is properly used in (a) 
environmental impact assessments of oil activities, (b) oil spill sensitivity mapping, (c) oil 
spill contingency planning, and (d) oil spill response plans. 

9. Evaluate and reduce mortality of eiders caused by commercial fishing activities. 

4.4 Habitat protection and enhancement 

Many eider populations breed, molt, or winter in remote areas that are not well surveyed. As 
development and tourism pressure on such areas increases, it will be important to identify 
critical and sensitive areas for eiders and protect these areas as a part of the Circumpolar 
Protected Areas Network (CPAN) which is being developed and implemented by CAFF. 
Objective 
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Protect key habitats to ensure the continued viability of eider populations that depend on them. 

Actions 

I 0. Prepare a summary of protected areas containing important eider habitats indicating the 
species affected and the importance of the protection. 

II. Evaluate the CPAN project and other mechanisms for protecting the habitat of each eider 
species. 

12. Identify important eider areas still needing protection and designate them under national 
and international systems (e.g., CP AN) of protected areas. 

13. Identify and implement any additional protective mechanisms such as treaties, 
agreements, regulations, and policies needed to protect eider habitats. 

4.5 Coordination and consultation 

Many existing programs and planning efforts outside of CAFF affect eider conservation. 
Implementation of the Strategy will require detailed study of these efforts to ensure that proper 
coordination is achieved. In this way, efforts to refine and implement the Strategy will 
reinforce and support other conservation efforts that affect eiders. Participation by all 
"stakeholders" in eider conservation is one essential component of this process. Special efforts 
should be made to use traditional ecological knowledge and to enlist the assistance of local 
residents, others who use eiders, and those with special expertise in eiders or the ecosystems 
on which they depend. Efforts should also be made to communicate effectively to the 
interested public about eider issues and their resolution. 

Objective 

Ensure proper coordination with existing programs that affect eiders, and encourage 
awareness of the Eider Strategy and participation in its implementation. 

Actions 

!4. Support other international and national eider conservation initiatives such as Birdlife 
International's Steller's Eider Action Plan, the North American Waterfowl Management 
Plan, and the United States Spectacled Eider Recovery Plan. 

15. Review existing programs and plans that affect eiders to assure proper coordination as 
plans are made for implementing the Strategy. 

16. Enlist the support of people and groups that use or are interested in eiders, especially 
local residents with traditional ecological knowledge. 

17. Solicit evaluation of actions carried out under the Strategy by specialists in eider biology 
and other relevant disciplines. 
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18. Prepare periodic reports summarizing the status of eider populations and 
accomplishments in eider conservation. 

19. Ensure that eider conservation projects include an educational component. 

4.6 Research and monitoring 

Successful conservation of eiders depends on a sound knowledge of population trends and 
factors that have caused population declines. While certain areas are well surveyed for eiders, 
other areas are still poorly known and need to be surveyed. In addition, few detailed studies 
have been conducted to identify the causes of eider declines. International cooperation will be 
essential in achieving some of these objectives since many factors affect eider declines and 
few eider populations breed, molt, and winter in a single country. In implementing the 
Strategy researchers should act in a manner consistent with generally accepted principles for 
conducting research in the Arctic and make full use of local residents' traditional ecological 
knowledge. 

Objective 

Provide reliable information about eiders needed to implement the Strategy. 

Actions 

20. Develop comprehensive research agendas for each species and population specifying 
what information is most needed, how it will be used, and which countries will be 
involved in doing the work. 

21. For each major eider breeding population, estimate population size, productivity, and 
adult survival rates, and identify migration routes and wintering locations. 

22. Collaborate with AMAP to study lead and other contaminants that may be causing 
mortality of eiders and seek ways to reduce their adverse impacts. 

23. Develop international and national monitoring plans for eiders. 
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Chapter 5. Implementation Guidelines 

5.1 Setting priorities 

Resources, domestic legislation, and strategies for eider conservation will differ between 
countries, and each country must decide for itself which actions identified previously are 
already being addressed, which actions deserve highest priority for new work, and which 
actions call for international cooperation. Countries are thus encouraged to review the 
Strategy and, in consultation with individuals and groups interested in eider conservation, to 
decide which actions should receive highest priority and whether new work should be 
undertaken. 

Guidelines 

I. Identify which actions are already being addressed, which actions deserve highest priority 
for new work, and which of these high-priority actions require international collaboration. 

2. Give high priority to actions likely to reveal the causes of eider declines or to reverse such 
declines. 

3. Among new work to be initiated under the Strategy, give high priority to helping establish 
international, national or regional eider monitoring programs. 

5.2 Collaboration aud cooperation 

As noted above, successful implementation of the Strategy will require participation by 
numerous groups within each country and cooperation by all Arctic countries and programs of 
the AEPS. To achieve this cooperation and collaboration, it is recommended that the 
appropriate government agency in each country prepare a written plan describing how the 
Strategy will be implemented in its country. These "National Implementation Plans" will be 
useful to individuals and groups within the country interested in the Strategy and to other 
countries seeking· to develop collaborative efforts. Furthermore, they will be essential in 
developing Arctic-wide efforts such as the eider monitoring program and in preparing 
comprehensive reports on eider populations and conservation. It is recommended that the 
National Implementation Plan give explicit consideration to what groups - including regional 
and local government and non-government organizations - will be involved, at what stages, 
and in what ways. In this process, three efforts are particularly important: involving local 
residents, enlisting the participation of specialists, and fostering and supporting international 
cooperation. 

Guidelines 

4. Each country should prepare a "National implementation Plan" for the Strategy, giving 
special attention to international collaboration. 

5. Ensure that regional and local governments participate in developing the National 
Implementation Plan 
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6. Enlist the participation of local residents and technical specialists at an early stage in 
deciding how to implement the Strategy. 

5.3 Reporting 

Frequent reports describing activities under the Strategy are essential to developing an 
integrated program for eider conservation. The National Implementation Plans should thus 
include recommendations to ensure effective communication with individuals and groups 
interested in the Strategy and its actions. Regular meetings or communications involving 
those carrying out the Strategy are recommended, as are informal sessions at professional 
meetings. After preparing the National Implementation Reports, each country should prepare 
an annual report of actions taken or planned under the Strategy. These reports should be given 
to CAFF at its annual meeting as well as to other interested groups. 

Guidelines 

7. Provide appropriate opportunities for communication between those involved in carrying 
out the Strategy. 

8. Report annually to CAFF summarizing actions taken or planned under the Strategy. 
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Table 6 Summary of eider objectives and action items 

Management issue Action item 

4.1 Consumptive use I. Develop international harvest plans 
2. Establish appropriate harvest rules 
3. Obtain reliable harvest estimates 
4. Evaluate the opportunity for guided hunts 
5. Support egg and down collection programs. 

4.2 Non-consumptive 6. Evaluate risks from human activities. 
use 7. Encourage non-consumptive uses of eiders 

4.3 Commercial 8. Identify eiders populations and habitats at risk from oil 
activities pollution 

9. Reduce eider mortality caused by commercial fisheries 
activities 

4.4 Habitat protection I 0. Prepare a summary of protected eider areas 
and enhancement II. Evaluate existing mechanisms for protecting eider 

habitat 
12. Protect additional eider habitat as needed 
13. Implement other needed protective measures 

4.5 Communication 14. Support other eider conservation initiatives 
and consultation 15. Ensure coordination with other bird conservation plans 

16. Enlist support of local residents and others interested in 
eiders 
17. Solicit periodic evaluation of the Strategy by eider 
specialists 
18. Prepare periodic reports summarizing accomplishments 
in eider conservation. 
19. Ensure that eider conservation projects include an 
educational component. 

4.6 Research and 20. Develop comprehensive research agendas for each 
monitoring spec1es 

21. Estimate population size, productivity, survivorship, 
and movements for each major eider populations 
22. Study effects of contaminants on eiders 
23. Develop monitoring plans for eiders 
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Table 7 Summary of implementation guidelines. 

Implementation guidelines 

5.1 Priorities I. Identify and prioritize actions 
2. Emphasize causes of eider declines 
3. Establish international, national and regional eider 
monitoring programs 

5.2 Collaboration and 4. Prepare "National Implementation Plans" 
cooperation 5. Enlist the participation of regional and local 

governments 
6. Obtain assistance from local residents and eider 
specialists 

5.3 Reporting 7. Provide appropriate opportunities for communication 
between individuals interested in eider conservation 
8. Report annually to CAFF summarizing actions taken or 
planned under the Strategy 
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